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RAVID KUPERBERG
The Unsung Heroes Of Digital Branded
Content
Every pillar in contemporary brand communications is or should be
about generating branded content. “From there to here, from here to
there, content things are everywhere!” (Thank you Dr. Seuss).
When brands today apply the new principle of brand communications,
making things people want rather than making people want things,
even then…it’s not just about the value of the offers or solutions or
experiences created, but also (if not mostly) about the value of the
content created.
Which is why brands constantly seek new sources of branded content.
Yet…some powerful sources have already been serving brand
communications for years. It’s just a matter of recalibrating their
purpose and our thinking. The fifteen year anniversary of the BCMA is
a wonderful opportunity to celebrate these unsung heroes which go
unnoticed. These sources of content we all know very well, yet have
changed and reinvented themselves so as to play a major role in the age
of digital branded content.
First unexpected heroes of the day…the ‘good old fashioned’ classical
media platforms. The print ads, billboards, posters, TVC’s, radio spots.
The final stop in the classical advertising journey. Acting in the past as
a stage where the creative idea was presented to its audience.
Today…frequently taking on a new role at the start of the creative
thinking process. Acting as the heart of a creative idea, the basis of a
disruptive innovative occurrence which sparks content on social media.
Turning them into content generators on digital platforms, where
measuring results becomes a possible task. A few or even just one print
ad or billboard or poster or TVC or radio spot is all it takes to get the
job done and the hype going.
For example the ‘IKEA Pee Ad’ by Akestam.holst Stockholm. Multiple
winner at the Cannes Lions 2018 festival. Or the ‘Asics Foot Type Test
Ad’ by Neogama Brazil, winner in 2017. Or the ‘Powerade Workout
Billboards’ by Ogilvy & Mather Berlin, winner in 2015. All reflecting a
similar thinking pattern called ‘New Tasking’.
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A pattern which generates a disruption by assigning these ‘media
resources’ with a new task illustrating the brand idea/message.

(Image courtesy of IKEA)

(Image courtesy of Powerade)
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Another popular form of turning a classical media platform into a
branded content source is by transforming it into an ‘Extreme
Challenge’ platform. Using it to ignite a real-life drama, as done for
example so effectively by McCann London and Xbox in the ‘Survival of
The Grittiest’ idea.

(Image courtesy of Xbox)

Another interesting content source to celebrate is…the most common
tactical marketing tool known to ‘Brandkind’: ‘the promotion’. But why
just use it to increase sales when it can effectively be used to generate
appealing content? For example by creating a ‘Dynamic Connection’
between two brand variables which were never connected before.
One variable representing the brand offer (price, discount, number of
payments, availability, etc.), which is in the complete control of the
brand. And the other, which is not necessarily in the complete control
of the brand, but represents the brand idea/message/content world/
target audience.
Like the ‘Opel Pay with Views’ idea by JWT Amsterdam, multiple winner
in Cannes 2018, or the ‘Franchise Model’ idea for Xbox by McCann
London, also winner in 2018. Or the renowned ‘Snickers Hungerithm’
idea by Clemenger BBDO Melbourne which dominated Cannes in 2017.
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(Image courtesy of Opel)

(Image courtesy of Mars)

When looking into branded content outcomes which embrace
innovative groundbreaking technology, there is one thinking source
which is constantly moving forward: THE PAST!
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History has always been a source of entertaining content. But new
technology developments are constantly opening up opportunities and
possibilities to look back…and ‘Rewrite History’. So as to re-live it in
new creative engaging ways.

(Image courtesy of News UK)

(Image courtesy of Honda)
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Reflected in ideas such as ‘JFK Unsilenced’ for The Times in Ireland by
Rothco Dublin, an outstanding winner in Cannes 2018. Or ‘Evert 45’ by
N=5 for the telecom brand KPN in the Netherlands, a Grand Prix winner
in Cannes 2018 keeping WWII war veteran heroics alive by delivering
them in a more familiar updated digital format. Or the amazing ‘Sound of
Honda/Ayrton Senna 1989’ idea by Dentsu Tokyo, winner in 2014. All
using technology to bring history back to life in an original fascinating
manner.
These three simple content sources have always been around, yet have
reinvented themselves in recent years. Helping deliver content and
formats so dominant and effective for everything we do today in brand
communications.
The search for new original digital branded content ideas might be
challenging at times. Or simple at times, if you know where to start
looking…
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